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About
Grazia Majolica

Grazia Majolica is a handcrafted Italian majolica using a 
traditional time-honored process that dates to the founding 
of the factory in Deruta, Italy in1500. Sketches and artifacts 
found near Grazia’s original kilns within the walls of the 
ancient town have confirmed the company’s founding. The 
Economist magazine ranked Grazia Majolica as the 13th 
oldest, continuously operating, privately held, family run 
business in the world.   

Grazia Majolica is distinguished for the richness of color, 
depth of design quality, intricate brushstrokes, lustrous 
glazing and portfolio of vast design images. Skilled artisans 
recreate designs using unique glazing composition and 
application to enhance color and luster, creating a depth 
quality unique to Grazia.

The entire manufacturing process from clay preparation, 
object shaping, hand painting and glazing all occur within the 
walls of the Grazia factory ensuring integrity and consistency 
of production.

The present Grazia generation also pursues a vigorous policy 
of innovation to move majolica design forward into the 21st 
century and beyond; it is towards this objective that we are 
a proud collaborator with international artists, most of them 

from US, who continue to create a new art and design 
tradition. Many of them have come to Deruta at the 
Grazia factory to create their products working within 
the factory, with the collaboration of local artisans and 
drawing inspiration from ancient objects.

Ubaldo Grazia and his daughter Chiara are the 
26th and 27th generation to operate the company. 
Since it’s founding the company has a rich history of 
collaborating with visiting master artists creating new 
and unique designs and shapes.
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Why

Grazia Majolica

Grazia’s Manufacturing Technique Grazia’s Manufacturing Technique

Raffaellesco Design Details

Technically Different Product Technically Different Product

The illustrations below highlight the unrivaled craftsmanship found 
in each Grazia work. Accurate design reproduction, masterful 
brushstrokes, richness of color, and luminous glazing all combine to 
create works of art to be enjoyed by generations of owners.

Artfully hand painted with meticulous, lush 
brushstrokes, vibrant colors, accurate historic 
pattern and brilliant glazing.

Precision of the pattern with full and outlined 
details, strong complete brushstrokes, 
complete and multicolored shading in areas 
painted, bright and bold colors, brilliant 
glazing.

Lacking historical design detail, rushed and 
smudged brushstrokes, incomplete outlines, 
faded colors, and flat glazing.

Not fully rendered design, lack of fine and 
strong detailing, muted colors, incomplete 
painting in certain areas, no subtle shading 
and poor brushwork.
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The

Collection
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Arabesco Luigi
Grazia’s artistic director, Luigi Ricciarelli (1973-2002) was inspired by an oriental blue and white 

ceramic plate on display at The Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology in Oxford, England. 

Ricciarelli reworked the color palate while maintaining the integrity of the 16th century 

original design.
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Vario ’500 Nero
One of the most recognized Renaissance design borders seen on many oversized ceremonial and 

celebration plates, the original pattern was divided into numerous sections of blue and yellow.  

Saks Fifth Avenue asked Grazia to update the color palate for a contemporary feel. Grazia 

incorporated black, green and red as signature colors.
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Ornato lunghi 
fondo Arancio
A Renaissance design modified by Grazia’s Master Painter Americo Lunghi in the 1920’s, this 

pattern is among the companies most popular. Clients desiring a traditional border plate seek the 

“vegetal” motif, “Palmetta Persiana”. To create a unique, customized aspect to the collection, 

clients may elect to have their initials included in the center of each piece.
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Foglie e Frutta
This 17th century very popular design originated in the town of Montelupo, near Florence.  

Originally reproduced in Deruta in the 19th century, the Master Ubaldo Grazia (1887-1961) 

expanded the collection with an array of fruits and colors to compliment the original design. 
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The Grazia Majolica 
Production Process
Majolica are exquisitely refined ceramics created by double glazing and firing clay bisqueware 

to create deep colors and radiant glaze now recognized as a hallmark of Renaissance artistry. 

Grazia Majolica is one of the few majolica factories which performs the complete manufacturing 

cycle in-house from refining of clay, shaping, glazing and kiln-firing objects.

The unique processes used by Grazia distinguish the museum quality of the company’s majolica 

from other producers. Local Umbrian clay is aged, shaped, and then fired for the first time to 

create terracotta. The porous terracotta is dipped in metal oxide sealing it and transforming it into 

bisque. A design is then hand stenciled and painted, followed by the application of a liquid glaze 

prior to the final firing.

The manufacturing process starts with clay bought in its raw state from 
local quarries. The raw clay is refined in 5 steps:

1. A grinder mashes the large clumps of clay into small pieces and passes it to a container 

with a large mixing blade.

2. As the blade turns, water is added turning the clay into a thick soupy mixture.

3. The clay is then compressed and pumped through a series of filters which retain only the 

clay and force out the water.

4. The filtered clay is stored at a constant temperature in curing rooms for 3-4 months.

5. Clay is stored until organisms living in the clay go through their life cycle and the clay 

becomes plastic in consistency. It is then ready for use after it is degassed.

Objects are formed in one of three 

ways, depending upon the shape 

of the object being produced: 

Cylindrical objects are hand 

thrown on a potter’s wheel.

Complicated shapes 

(for example a twisted 

candlestick) are 

produced using the 

“casting” method; 

liquid clay is poured 

into plaster cast molds, 

Nearly all other forms 

are created using 

plaster-cast molds into 

which clay is manually 

pressed.
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After 20 days, the object is completely dried and is ready to be kiln-fired for the first time at a 

temperature of 1020° C. After the first firing the object is now called bisque.

After firing, the bisque object 

is immersed in a bath of metal 

oxides to cover the porous 

terracotta.

There are three stages in the 

painting process.

The design is applied on to the bisque 

using the “pounce” technique. Copying a 

design onto transparent paper creates a 

stencil and then a fine needle pierces the 

pattern. The pierced stencil is placed on 

the bisque after it has been bathed in metal 

oxides. Then using a pounce, a cotton ball 

containing crushed carbon, the design is 

transferred leaving a fine carbon outline 

of the design. During the second firing the 

carbon outline burns off.

Using a very fine paint brush the artisans 

carefully follow the outlines and paint inside 

and outside of the outlines, as needed, to 

create the desired design.
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The decoration is then 

completed by painting either on 

the inside or outside of the lines.

The final phase involves spraying liquid glaze onto the object before it is fired for the second time 

at 930°C. This glazing step ensures intense, vibrant and optimal color quality and a more 

durable object.

Grazia’s products are faithfully 

reproduced using time-honored 

traditions. These traditions and 

priceless, human knowledge 

is kept alive by highly qualified 

artisans who pass their skills 

from master to apprentice. Each 

object, entirely handcrafted, 

has its own unique identity.  

Knowledgeable patrons who 

recognize the organic nature, 

historical importance and 

centuries old production 

techniques will always select 

Grazia to create their own 

family heirloom.
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The

Museum
The Grazia Museum, a member of the Umbria network of museums houses nearly 700 
works of art created by Grazia Majolica from its founding in the 16th century to the present.  

Today, handcrafted majolica is produced in the Grazia factory built in 1922, itself a working 
museum. The furnishings and equipment, other than the kilns, have remained the same 
since the factory opened. 

The museum tells the storied history of Grazia Majolica, providing a window into the 
uniqueness of the owners, the artisans, the process and the passion, which for centuries 
has created exquisite majolica recognized by collectors throughout the world.

Rare antique ceramics and fragments dating from the 15th to 17th centuries discovered 
in kiln dumps are displayed in the painting room. A history of the Grazia Majolica factories 
detail the research of designs and shapes of ancient majolica, the process of creating colors 
and glazing techniques along with production innovations.  

The 1929 Catalogue documents the favored shapes and designs produced for American 
and European clientele in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These collections are based 
upon classic designs from the 15th and 16th centuries including renowned patterns from 
Ricco Deruta, Grottesche, Arabesco, Calligrafico and Orvietano.  

The “Museo della Fabbrica di Maioliche Grazie di Deruta” catalogue documents the cultural, 
artistic, and historical role the Grazia factory played in the evolution of Umbrian ceramics.  
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Visit the Museum 
in Deruta

Come visit us when you are in Italy 
next. We are located on via Tiberina in 
Deruta, about a 15-minute drive south 
of Perugia.

Museum Hours:

Monday – Friday, 9:30AM-6:00PM

Saturday, 10:00AM-12:30PM

email: ubaldograzia@ubaldograzia.com

Ubaldo Grazia
at The British 
Museum
The current owner was asked to 

donate an important, large, ornamental  

lusterware plate in the Renaissance 

style painted by Ubaldo Grazia (1887-

1961) to The British Museum. The Grazia 

family was honored to donate because 

The British Museum has a renowned 

collection, which was organized by a 

Grazia friend, Timothy Wilson, an expert 

on Italian Renaissance ceramics. This 

donated plate is now being exhibited 

next to the original, which was made 

in 1500 and is included in The British 

Museum’s recently published “Italian 

Renaissance Ceramics” catalog.
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MEDIA AND PROMOTIONAL INQUIRIES:

Rosie Vergilio / 203.240.2641

RMECommunications@yahoo.com

Contacts
ORDERING AND PRODUcT 
INfORMATION INQUIRIES:

Grazia Majolica

via Tiberina 181 - 06053 Deruta (PG)

P.IVA: 00175170547 - Iscrizione REA: 51384 
ubaldograzia@ubaldograzia.com

Phone: (+39) 075.971.0201


